


L’Atelier Verney-Carron®

The quality of our fine shotguns & rifles has generated, since our beginning in 1820 and over the years,
an international following from knowledgeable hunters and collectors. It is the reward for all our work
and all our love of the craft. It also has a name, loyalty. The loyalty of all our customers, hunters and
friends, who have always liked our outlook on life and, more simply, who have always appreciated
our guns.

"L'Atelier", our artisanal workshop was re-born from the partnership between us, Verney-Carron and
Demas, a Saint-Etienne Artisan. It turns out rifles and game guns which marry tradition and innovation
using the internally developed know-how and skills.

Our gun stocks are entirely crafted from raw pieces of walnut wood, then weighted and adjusted in our
workshop of Saint-Etienne (French Capital of Gun Making) for perfect balance. Our stocks are all,
hand-rubbed oil finished.

Our barrels are made in-house from fine steel with added chrome and molybdenum and follow the slow
traditional polishing step and rust blueing process. Each and every rifle is individually regulated by
actual firing in our shooting tunnel. A factory target comes with every double rifle we make.

Highly detailed, stunningly lifelike game scenes, deep-relief floral borders, extremely fine rose
bouquets, deep-chiselled relief Royal-style borders or contrasting gold inlays are a sample of what our
team of engravers can do for your gun.

Our responsibility till this time is to achieve the unmistakable « feel » of an exclusive bespoke firearm.

The Azur side by side, created by Paul Demas has a very
high strength forged steel receiver (35 NCD 16) with a
revolutionary design that helps to do away with :
- all shearing when firing thanks to its interior cross brace
and its receiver closed at the front,
- all elongation thanks to its double interior longitudinal
brace giving it considerable solidity.
The use of 35 NCD 16 steel makes it possible to manufac-
ture fine receivers that absorb very high pressure levels
(5,700 bars) thanks to their triple hooks, their triple recoil
face and their wide (24 mm) and thick (6 mm), flat lock.
It is the strongest type of steel currently used to make
double rifles receivers.
The Azur gun also has gas release plugs, an external
reinforcing element on the big bore barrels, hammer
ejectors or twin-rod extractors, a triple pin plate, a highly
attractive design, and guaranteed ballistic quality.
The interior system of suspended sears enables trigger
pull weight adjustment on demand from 2 kg up. All the
mechanical elements are fully hand polished.
The receiver and its mechanism are fully machined and
assembled in our workshops for higher levels of quality at
attractive prices.
The gun is carefully balanced to ensure exceptional ease
of handling and comfort. For rifles, barrel length varies
from 55 to 65 cm and the weight ranges from just 3kg
(6,6 lbs) to 8 kg (17,6 lbs)for African bores (600 NE).
The Azur gun is also available in several shotgun gauges,
from 410 to 12.
All these extra features give the Azur gun a very high level
of quality. The model is protected by several patents.
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AZUR XA
Model with extractor and double trigger - Hand-carved and "Artisan" scalloped receiver to the round action -Handmade engraving with
light relief floral ornaments going all around the receiver. 550mm/22 in. barrel (600mm/24 in. barrels upon request) with triple parallel
lumps breeching system. Integral quarter rib, luminescent rear sight, fiber optic front sight.Hand-rubbed oil finishedHalf Pistol-grip stock
with cheekpiece of 3 stars turkish walnut wood. Long trigger guard. Hand made checkering. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request.
Delivered with barrel regulation target.
Weight : about 3,1 kg - Calibers : 9,3X74R, 8X57JRS, 7X65R, 30 R Blaser. Others on request.

AZUR XB
Model with ejector and double trigger. Same feature as the XAModel but with a “mous-
tache” type reinforcement on body action. Hand made engraving with 1 subject game
scene engraved and light relief floral ornaments going all around the receiver. Hand-rub-
bed oil finished Pistol-grip stock with cheekpiece of 4 stars turkish walnut wood.
Long trigger guardwith steel cap on pistol grip. FineHandmade checkering. Sling eyes and
swivels fitted upon request. Delivered with barrel regulation target.
Weight : about 3,1 kg - Calibers : 9,3X74R, 8X57JRS, 7X65R, 30 R Blaser.
Others on request.

AZUR XC
Model with ejector and double trigger. Hand-carved and side plate receiver fitted to the
round action -Handmade engravingwith five subjects game scene engraved and light/deep
relief floral ornaments going all around the receiver. 550mm/22 in. barrel (600mm/24 in.
barrels upon request) Integral quarter rib. Luminescent rear sight, fiber optic front sight.
Hand-rubbed oil finished Pistol-grip stockwith cheekpiece of 5 stars turkishwalnut wood.
Beaded hand made checkering, Scottish or powder grain. Tear drops on stock panels.
Engraved skeleton heel fitted over walnut spacers. Long trigger guard with engraved steel
pistol grip cap. Engraved cap on forend. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request.
Delivered with barrel regulation target.

Weight : about 3,1 kg - Calibers : 9,3X74R, 8X57JRS, 7X65R, 30R Blaser.
Others on request.

DOUBLE RIFLES AZUR SIDE BY SIDE BOXLOCK

AVAILABLE AS OPTIONS ON ALL MODELS :
- non-selective single trigger
- pivot scope mounts
- additional 20 Ga barrel
- 100% left version
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DOUBLE RIFLES AZUR SIDE BY SIDE BOXLOCK

AZUR ELOGE
Model with ejector and double trigger.Hand-carved and scalopped receiver to the round action, round
fences and side ribes “moustache” type with Holland&Holland “filet” - Hand made engraving game
scene with 3 subjects and deep relief floral ornaments byMaster Engraver ornaments going all around
the receiver. 550mm/22 in. barrel (600mm/24 in. barrels upon request). Integral quarter rib. Lumi-
nescent rear sight, fiber optic front sight. Hand-rubbed oil finished Pistol-grip stock with cheekpiece
or Bavarian cheekpiece of 6 stars turkish walnut wood. Beaded hand made checkering, Scottish or
powder grain. Tear drops. Engraved skeleton heel fitted over walnut spacers. Lengthened and borde-
red long trigger guard. Engraved steel pistol grip cap. Sculpted and engraved eyelets on forend. Sling
eyes and swivels fitted upon request. Delivered with barrel regulation target in a leather fitted case
with L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.
Weight : about 3,1 kg. Calibers : 9,3X74R, 8X57JRS, 7X65R, 30R Blaser. Others on request.

AZUR ELOGE FC
Model with ejector and double trigger. Hand-carved and sculpted action fitted with side plates, round fences and side ribes “moustache” type with
Holland&Holland “filet” - Hand made engraving game scene with 7 subjects and deep relief floral ornaments by Master Engraver, going all around the
receiver. 550mm/22 in. barrel (600mm/24 in. barrels upon request). Integral quarter rib. Luminescent rear sight, fiber optic front sight. Hand-rubbed
oil finished Pistol-grip stock with cheekpiece or Bavarian cheekpiece of a collection turkish walnut wood. Beaded hand made checkering, Scottish or
powder grain. Tear drops. Engraved skeleton heel fitted over walnut spacers. Lengthened and bordered long trigger guard. Engraved steel pistol grip cap.
Sculpted and engraved eyelets on forend. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request. Delivered with barrel regulation target in a leather fitted case with
L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.
Weight : about 3,1 kg.
Calibers : 9,3X74R,
8X57JRS, 7X65R,
30R Blaser.
Others on request.
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AZUR LEGEND Side by side Double Rifle with side locks
Model with ejector and double trigger. External hammer cocking. Hand-carved and sculpted action with round fences and side ribes “moustache”
type, fitted with side locks. Handmade engraving game scene with 5 subjects byMaster Engraver with ornaments going all around the receiver and side
locks. 550mm/22 in. barrel (600mm/24 in. barrels upon request). Integral quarter rib. Luminescent rear sigh and fixed front sight . Hand-rubbed oil
finished Pistol/English-grip stock with/without cheekpiece or Bavarian check piece of collection turkish walnut wood. Beaded hand made
checkering, Scottish or powder grain. Engraved skeleton heel fitted over walnut spacers. Lengthened and bordered long trigger guard. Sculpted and
engraved eyelets on forend. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request. Delivered with barrel regulation target in a leather fitted case with
L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.
Calibers : 9,3X74R, 8X57JRS, 7X65R, 30R Blaser, 6,5X68S, 6,5X57R, 8X75RS, 375HH, 7RM, 300WM.

AZUR LEGEND Side by Side Shotgun with side locks
Model with ejector and double trigger. External hammer cocking.Hand-carved and sculpted action
with round fences and side ribes “moustache” type, fitted with side locks. Hand made engraving
game scene with 5 subjects by Master Engraver with ornaments going all around the receiver and
side locks. 71cm/28 in. barrel with fixed chokes (mobile chokes on request). Hand-rubbed oil
finished Pistol/English-grip stock of collection turkish walnut wood. Beaded hand made checke-
ring, Scottish or powder grain. Engraved skeleton heel fitted over walnut spacers. Lengthened and
bordered long trigger guard. Sculpted and engraved eyelets on forend. Sling eyes and swivels fitted
upon request. Delivered in a leather fitted case with L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.
Gauges : 20, 16, 12.

RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS AZUR LEGEND

AZUR LEGEND Single Barreled Rifle with side lock
Same features as double rifle above but with single octogonal
barrel. External hammer on right or left side.
Calibers : 9,3X74R, 8X57JRS, 7X65R, 30R Blaser, 6,5X68S,
6,5X57R, 8X75RS, 375HH, 7RM, 300WM.



AZUR SIDE BY SIDE BOXLOCK

AZUR SAFARI PH
Model with ejector and double trigger. Sculpted, scallopped action with straight
reinforced side ribes. Triple parallel lumps breeching system. Hand made scroll&rose
engraving. 60 cm/24 in (65 cm 26 in. upon request) barrels depending on caliber.
Integral quarter rib, one fixed rear sight and standard front sight. Pistol grip stock with
cheekpiece in a standard turkish walnut wood, hand-rubbed oil finished, fitted with an
Old English recoil pad. Long trigger guard with steel cap.
Delivered with barrel regulation target in amolded fitted case with Verney-Carron logo.

AZUR SAFARI STANDARD
Model with ejector and double trigger. Sculpted, scallopped action with straight reinforced side ribes. Triple parallel lumps breeching system.
Hand made scroll&rose and one subject engraving. 60 cm/24 in (65 cm 26 in. upon request) barrels depending on caliber. Integral quarter rib,
African 3 leaves rear sight and night & day front sight. Pistol grip stock with english style cheekpiece in a 2&1/2 stars Turkish walnut wood,
hand-rubbed oil finished, fitted with an Old English recoil pad. Long trigger guard with steel cap.
Delivered with barrel regulation target in a molded fitted case with Verney-Carron logo.

AVAILABLE CALIBERS :
375HH, 470NE, 450/400 NE, 500 NE, 577 NE, 600 NE.
Weight according to caliber
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AFRICAN GAME DOUBLE RIFLES
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AZUR SAFARI LUXE
Model with ejector and double trigger. Sculpted, scallopped action with reinforced

side ribes “moustache” type. Triple parallel lumps breeching system. Hand made
scroll&rose engraving and one game scene subject under action. 60 cm/24 in (65 cm 26 in.
upon request) barrels depending on caliber. Integral quarter rib, African 3 leaves rear sight

and night & day front sight. Pistol grip stock with english style cheekpiece in a 3 stars
turkish walnut wood, hand-rubbed oil finished, fitted with an Old English recoil pad.

Long trigger guard and steel pistol grip cap with built-in reservoir.
Delivered with barrel regulation target in a molded fitted case with Verney-Carron logo.

AZUR SAFARI ELOGE
Model with ejector and double trigger. Sculpted action with side plates and
reinforced side ribes “moustache” type. Triple parallel lumps breeching system.
Light/deep hand made scroll&rose engraving and /or 5 game scene subjects.
60 cm/24 in (65 cm 26 in. upon request) barrels depending on caliber. Integral
quarter rib, African 3 leaves rear right and night& day front right. Pistol grip stock
with cheekpiece in a 4 stars turkish walnut wood, hand-rubbed oil finished, fitted
with an Old English recoil pad. Long trigger guard and steel pistol grip cap with
built-in réservoir. Delivered with barrel regulation target in a leather fitted case
with L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.

AVAILABLE CALIBERS :
375HH, 470NE, 450/400 NE, 500 NE, 577 NE, 600 NE.
Weight according to caliber
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DOUBLE RIFLES OVER-UNDER "SX" RANGE

SX PASSION
Model with automatic ejectors and double trigger. Hand-carved and “Artisan” scalloped action. Light/deep relief hand engraving, floral
borders with 2 subjects game scenes. 550 mm/22 in. barrels (600 mm/24 in. upon request). Integral quarter rib. Luminescent rear sight
and front sight. Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol-grip stock with cheekpiece of Turkish 4 stars walnut wood. Long trigger guard with
engraved steel cap. Hand made checkering. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request. Delivered with barrel regulation target.
Also available in Mixte Model.
Calibers : 8X57JRS, 9,3X74R, 7X65R, 30 R Blaser.

SX PRODIGE
Model with automatic ejectors and double trigger. Hand-carved, reinforced and sculpted action with side plates. Light/deep
relief hand engraving, floral borders and 3 subjects game scenes. 550 mm/22 in. barrels (600 mm/24 in. upon request).
Integral quarter rib. Luminescent rear sight and front sight. Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol-grip stock with cheekpiece of
Turkish 5 stars walnut wood. Long trigger guard with engraved steel cap, Fine hand made checkering. Sling eyes and swivels
fitted upon request. Delivered with barrel regulation target.
Also available in Mixte Model.
Calibers : 8X57JRS, 9,3X74R, 7X65R, 30 R Blaser.

SX ELOGE FC
Model with automatic ejectors and double trigger. Hand-carved, round reinforced and sculpted action with side plates. Deep relief hand
engraving by master engraver, floral borders, game scenes with 5 subjects. 550 mm/22 in. barrels (600 mm/24 in. upon request).
Integral quarter rib. Luminescent rear sight and front sight. Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol-grip stock with cheekpiece of Turkish 6 stars wal-
nut wood. Long trigger guard with engraved steel cap. Beaded handmade checkering, Scottish or powder grain. Engraved skeleton heel fitted
over walnut spacers. Sculpted and engraved eyelets on forend. Tear drop on stock panels. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request.
Delivered with barrel regulation target, in a fitted case with L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.
Calibers : 8X57JRS, 9,3X74R, 7X65R, 30 R Blaser

AVAILABLE AS OPTIONS ON ALL MODELS :
- non-selective single trigger
- pivot scope mounts
- additional 20 Ga barrel
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AZUR AD210
Model with extractor and double trigger. Hand-carved and "Artisan" scalloped receiver to the round action –Handmade engraving with
one subject game scene engraved and light relief floral ornaments going all around the receiver. 71cm/28 in. barrel (others upon request).
Triple parallel lumps breeching system.Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol or english grip stock of 3 stars turkish walnut. Long trigger guard.
Hand made checkering. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request.
Gauges : 410, 28, 20, 16 and 12. Weight from 2,4 to 3 kg (5,3 lbs to 6,6 lbs).

AZUR AD ABSOLU
Model with ejector and double trigger. Hand-carved and sculpted receiver to the round
action with fitted side plates, round fences and side ribes with “moustache” type
reinforcement. Handmade engraving with 5 subjects game scene engraved and light relief
floral ornaments going all around the receiver. 71cm/28 in. barrel (others upon request).
Triple parallel lumps breeching system. Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol or english grip
stock of 5 stars turkish walnut. Long trigger guard. Handmade checkering. Sling eyes and
swivels fitted upon request.
Gauges : 410, 28, 20, 16 and 12. Weight from 2,4 to 3 kg (5,3 lbs to 6,6 lbs).

AZUR AD230
Model with ejector and double trigger. Hand-carved and sculpted receiver to the round action with fitted side plates - Hand made engraving
with 3 subjects game scene engraved and light relief floral ornaments going all around the receiver. 71cm/28 in. barrel (others upon request)
with triple parallel lumps breeching system.Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol or english grip stock of 4 stars turkish walnut. Long trigger guard.
Hand made checkering. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request.
Gauges : 410, 28, 20, 16 and 12. Weight from 2,4 to 3 kg (5,3 lbs to 6,6 lbs).

SHOTGUNS AZUR SIDE BY SIDE BOXLOCK

AVAILABLE AS OPTIONS ON ALL MODELS :
- non-selective single trigger
- mobile chokes
- 100% left version

Side ribes with moustache type as an option.
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SHOTGUNS AZUR SIDE BY SIDE BOXLOCK

AZUR AD ELOGE
Model with ejector and double trigger. Hand-carved and "artisan" scalopped receiver to the round action, with round fences and side
ribes “moustache” type with Holland&Holland “filet” type - Hand made engraving game scene and deep relief floral ornaments by
Master Engraver ornaments going all around the receiver. 71cm/28 in. barrel (others on request) with fixed chokes. Hand-rubbed oil
finished Pistol or English grip stock of 6 stars turkish walnut wood. Beaded handmade checkering, Scottish or powder grain. Tear drops.
Engraved skeleton heel fitted over walnut spacers. Lengthened and bordered long trigger guard. Engraved cap on forend. Sling eyes and
swivels fitted upon request. Delivered in a leather fitted case with L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.
Gauges : 410, 28, 20, 16 and 12. Weight from 2,4 to 3 kg (5,3 lbs to 6,6 lbs).

AZUR AD ELOGE FC
Model with ejector and double trigger. Hand-carved and sculpted action with round fences
and side ribes “moustache” type, fitted with side plates Holland&Holland “filet” type -
Hand made engraving game scene and/or deep relief floral ornaments by Master Engraver
ornaments going all around the receiver. 71cm/28 in. barrel (others on request) with fixed
chokes. Hand-rubbed oil finished Pistol or English-grip stock of Collection turkish walnut
wood. Beaded hand made checkering, Scottish or powder grain. Tear drops. Engraved
skeleton heel fitted over walnut spacers. Lengthened and bordered long trigger guard.
Sculpted and engraved cap and eyelets on forend. Sling eyes and swivels fitted upon request.
Delivered in a leather fitted case with L’Atelier Verney-Carron logo.
Gauges : 410, 28, 20, 16 and 12. Weight from 2,4 to 3 kg (5,3 lbs to 6,6 lbs).

Gold inlaid animals and barrels as an option.
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SL 1040
Model with automatic ejectors and double trigger.Hand-carved and scalloped action. Light/deep relief hand engraving, floral borders with
4 subjects game scene sides of action. 71cm/28 in. barrels (others on request) with fixed chokes. Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol or
english-grip stock of Turkish 4 stars walnut wood. Long trigger guard (with engraved steel cap). Scottish or powder grain hand made
checkering. Tear drop on stock panel.
Gauges : 28, 20, 16 and 12.

SHOTGUNS OVER UNDERS "SL" RANGE

SL 1050
Model with automatic ejectors and double trigger. Hand-carved, reinforced and sculpted action with side plates. Very fine Light/deep relief
hand engraving of rose and scroll with 5 subjects game scene sides and bottom of action. 71cm/28 in. barrels (others on request) with fixed
chokes. Hand-rubbed oil finished pistol-grip stock of Turkish 6 stars walnut wood. Long trigger guard (with engraved steel cap),
Beaded Scottish or powder grain hand made checkering. Tear drop on stock panel.
Gauges : 28, 20, 16 and 12.

AVAILABLE AS OPTIONS ON ALL MODELS :
- selective single trigger
- additional barrels
- mobile chokes
- pair of shotguns



For more information, please contact Verney-Carron :

www.l.atelier.verney-carron.fr I l.atelier@verney-carron.fr I Tel. +33 477 79 15 00 I Fax. +33 477 79 07 02


